
Testimonial for Rosemary Altea From Vicky Rouse 

From being 17 to 30 I regularly (yearly) received readings with Rosemary- the last being in 1989 shortly 

before she left for pastures new in the USA. Fond memories of Epworth when Samantha was a small 

child, and then to her home in Scawby – my last visit. I also saw Rosemary at several evening gatherings 

where large crowds would gather to hear her speak, all hoping to receive a message from spirit world. 

Initially I would go with my mum – now passed. My formative years were filled with knowledge of the 

spirit world (my mums’ legacy) but also personal experience. Prophetic dreams were commonplace, as 

was unexplained happenings in our home. Kettles, TV’s turning on, lights being played with etc. - but the 

most common was - and still is - clocks and watches being changed (usually by one hour). All little 

reminders that I am never alone. 

I have followed Rosemary’s career with avid interest and yes, I have all the books which I treasure. So 

too I love to watch the broadcasts you are now doing, including the cookery ones! I love to cook too! 

I am laughing as I have our later readings on cassette tapes – such treasured possessions but which I can 

no longer listen to! Who has a tape player nowadays? I must fix that somehow. 

Our readings were not always pleasant lol, and I now look back with a smile on my face and remember 

how sometimes I’d come away tetchy, convinced that the course of action I chose/took would prove her 

wrong. I never won. Rosemary’s gift was never wrong. Over the years I’ve repeatedly heard her words: 

“I’m not a fortune teller and you have free will. I am not allowed to interfere with your free will BUT 

...…” 

Oh my...when Rosemary saw the options, she would bluntly inform you of any possible negative 

outcome. And yes, she was always right. 

During one reading I asked Rosemary if I would ever become a mother. Her answer was an emphatic 

yes, but she mentioned ‘a dark side’ in my womb. She assured me that all would be well. As always, 

years later Rosemary’s words came back to me when it was discovered in surgery that one ovary was 

totally wiped out due to a large cyst. This had previously caused an unknown issue with fertility, 

meaning that I would only have an opportunity to conceive every two months, not monthly. That said, 

when I was trying to conceive, I always held on to her words ‘all will be well’ and never doubted that I 

would fall pregnant when meant. Again, Rosemary was right. 

Many moons ago Rosemary told me that I was surrounded by blue, denoting healing. She said that it 

was so strong that one day I would be sat in a similar scenario to us at that moment, and that I too 

would be helping people. I thought she was mad. I had thought of studying all things spiritual, or 

healing, especially when I heard that she had a healing Centre quite local to me. However, I had a 

successful career in Pharmacy so didn’t budge. Roll on a few years and my passion for mental health 

(has to be a better way than chemical) led me to my present career of Psychotherapist. I have been 

running my own practice for 16 years now and love it. Many, many times I have been sat in my little 

office with a distressed client and been reminded of Rosemary, sometimes even felt like Rosemary. I can 

at times be blunt in the kindest of ways - and this reminds me of Rosemary, but judging from the 

outcomes, has been the right thing to do. All the clients I receive through word of mouth – something 

that I am very proud of. Likewise – they return when needed which tells me that I’m on the right track. 



I came from quite a large close family and sadly (for me) lost almost all before I reached 35yrs, including 

two very dear friends. BUT, through Rosemary’s gifts my ability to deal with death has been strong and 

steadfast. I am very pleased that I was able to accompany my mums passing, holding her hand, and 

encouraging her to let go of the pain and take her next journey. It was a good death, but not an 

experience I can easily share with many people. 

After Rosemary left for the states 30odd years ago I did try readings with two or three ‘mediums’ – 

highly recommended by others. Oh dear, what tripe. Sorry Rosemary, but after having readings with you 

they didn’t come close. And so, I’ve sulked a bit lol and haven’t bothered or wasted my money since. My 

sister laughs at me for my repeated stance “No, I’m not going to see anyone else because they’re not 

Rosemary.” As the saying goes “Who would eat hamburger when you could have steak” 

An interesting thing happened recently. Picture the scene – lock down due to Covid- surreal way of 

living. One afternoon in the sunshine I had relaxed listening to one of Rosemary’s live shows. I followed 

for the hour and gained some solace in listening to Rosemary’s words, and the connection with the live 

show. Later that evening back in the house the hubby and I were relaxing watching TV before bed. 

Suddenly a Bible (small pocket size which had belonged to a passed beloved relative) flew from the 

bookshelf onto the lounge floor! My hubby had a duck fit trying very hard to tell himself that a mouse 

had gotten in the house, climbed to the top of the shelves, pulled out the book and thrown it on the 

floor! It made me smile – a lot. Consolidation of the peaceful feeling I had got that very day 

reconnecting with Rosemary’s words. Another reminder that loved ones are always there in spirit world, 

and that I am never alone. 

And so, I shall share Rosemary’s many gifts to me through our readings and her books that have guided 

me for 40 years and counting: 

-Affirmation 

- Strength 

- Proof 

– Comfort 

– Faith 

– Not to fear death 

– Trust 

- Love 

- Peace 

– Self Belief ….to name but a few. 

And I thank you for being a wonderful part of my life. I am very sorry to have lost you, but so glad that I 

found you. 

Love and hugs 



Vicky 


